North-West University (Vaal Triangle Campus) Vanderbijlpark South Africa Kroeze.Jan@nwu.ac.za Information Systems is regarded as an interdisciplinary science. Therefore, insights from the humanities are important for this discipline, although this is not always recognised or valued. One outstanding example is the current upsurge in the study and use of 'ontologies' in information systems, bridging the disciplines of philosophy and computing. The article begins with an overview of an XML Schema that was used as a thesaurus to ensure consistency in the syntactic tagging of the Hebrew text in Genesis 1. The broader syntactic taxonomy, on which the XML Schema is based, and which may be used to analyse the syntax of Biblical Hebrew texts, is discussed in detail. The research also investigates how the concept of 'ontologies' is used in computational linguistic projects. These concepts form the building blocks for suggesting an ontology of syntactic functions for Biblical Hebrew, which may be implemented and used by linguistic information systems to ensure its quality and reliability (i.e. an ontology for information systems). Some possibilities are also proposed of how such an ontology may be put to use.
Introduction
Information Systems (IS) is regarded as an interdisciplinary science. Although it mainly focuses on social aspects regarding the development and use of software in organisations, it also deals with programming and algorithms and, therefore, contains elements of mathematical and physical sciences. In addition, insights from the humanities are as important for this discipline, although this is not always recognised or valued. Many papers, books and articles have been written on humanities computing, that is, the computer-based study of various humanities disciplines. However, not that much is available on, what the author would like to call, 'Humanities-enriched Information Systems', meaning a humanities approach and exploration of various aspects of computing subjects (Kroeze 2009 ).
Some Information and Communication Technology (ICT) disciplines, such as Information Science, may be regarded as the humanities branch of ICT, because they developed out of humanities disciplines associated with systems development for knowledge representation such as taxonomies and classification systems. However, humanities approaches are also present and embedded in other branches of ICT. One outstanding example is the current upsurge in the study and use of 'ontologies' in information systems. Ontology has traditionally been (and still is) a philosophical discipline that studies the nature of existence. In IS, however, ontologies refer to subsets of reality and how knowledge about these entities may be represented electronically. 'Ontologies are used to capture knowledge about some domains of interest. An ontology describes the concepts in the domain and also the relationships that hold between those concepts' (Horridge 2009:10) .
This article gives an example from Biblical Hebrew (BH) grammar to illustrate a typical IS ontology. The idea for this originated in a study regarding an XML Schema of Hebrew syntax used to ensure consistent tagging of the Hebrew Bible text (Kroeze 2006) . The next section gives an overview of this schema and its underlying taxonomy. Links between XML schemas and ontologies are discussed, and a brief overview of the use of ontologies in ICT and computational linguistics is then presented before suggesting an ontology of syntactic functions in BH and its possible uses. Consistency checking and visualisation of a skeleton ontology are implemented as examples of the benefits of an ontological approach.
The research is an interpretive, qualitative study. An interpretivist approach is more suitable for describing both the phenomena of syntax and ontologies because both are cultural products of society. IS ontologies capture and formalise subjective realities, while syntactical systems reflect the theoretical assumptions of various linguistic schools. The research strategy is 'design and creation' since the suggested BH taxonomy and ontology may be regarded as constructs or artifacts which form the main focus and contribution of the research (Oates 2006:291-296, 108-109) .
Taxonomy and XML Schema of Hebrew syntax
This section discusses an XML Schema used in the syntactic tagging of the Hebrew text in Genesis 1 and a more detailed underlying syntactic taxonomy that may be used to analyse the syntax of BH texts. This marked-up text of Genesis 1 was used as a databank in a thesis on the text data mining of linguistic data (Kroeze 2008) . Syntactic functions refer to the formal, top grammatical roles and relations in clauses. 'Syntax describes the form of clauses and sentences. The syntactic function of an element in a clause is the formal relation of that element to the other elements' (Kroeze 2000a:99) . The concept of syntactic function is used as an umbrella term for elements usually called 'subject, direct object, indirect object, adjunct, copulative predicate, etc.' (Van der Merwe, Naudé and Kroeze 1999:239) . According to Dik (1997a:26) , syntactic functions 'specify the perspective from which a State of Affairs is presented in a linguistic expression'.
The XML Schema was created using the built-in functionality of Visual Studio.Net 2003 (VS.Net 2003 . The structure of an XML document is represented by its schema. VS.Net 2003 was used because the XML functionality is not available in Visual Basic 6. VS.Net 2005 allows one to automatically create an XML Schema, but not to use it directly to validate XML databases. VS.Net 2003, however, facilitates both automatic creation and direct validation (using an option on the XML menu). Although the basic schema for the XML database of linguistic data was created automatically, a simple type and enumeration of syntactic tags were coded manually and added to the schema. A 'simple type' is a user-defined type, which enables the programmer to create custom-made types that reflect his/her exact requirements (Deitel and Deitel 2006:919-921) . One may create a type to define a list (enumeration) of all possible values of syntactic functions. An enumeration is 'a set of values that a data item can select from' (Holzner 2004:213) . The essential section of the schema is shown in Table 1 (for complete details, see Kroeze 2008:113-119) . The schema was then used to test the XML database of Genesis 1:1-2:3, and this procedure revealed some inconsistencies in the tagging, for example with regard to the use of square brackets to indicate embedded clauses. After correcting these tagging errors the validation was successful.
This schema, which basically is merely a list of syntactic functions occurring in the tagged text, is based on a more detailed taxonomy of Hebrew syntax, shown in Table 2 . The definitions contained in this taxonomy should be regarded as a reference system, built by the author on nuggets of syntactic information mined from various sources. This taxonomy may be regarded as the creation of a reality (a classification system) that occurred within the author himself, 'primarily through the use of past experience, personal knowledge, and thinking', which is typical of an agile approach in scientific endeavours (Brown, Nerur and Slinkman 2004:4141) . It was used in an introductory study manual on Hebrew grammar and syntax (Kroeze 2000a:330-334) , as well as in various applications, for example in Kroeze 2000b , Kroeze 2002 and Kroeze 2008 Table 2 below, those syntactic functions that were actually used in the Genesis 1:1-2:3 XML databank are marked with an asterisk. <xs:simpleType name="synfenum"> <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> <xs:enumeration value="Subject"/> <xs:enumeration value="Predicate"/> <xs:enumeration value="Main verb"/> <xs:enumeration value="Transitive verb"/> <xs:enumeration value="Intransitive verb"/> <xs:enumeration value="Preposition verb"/> <xs:enumeration value="Copulative verb"/> <xs:enumeration value="Copula"/> <xs:enumeration value="Copula-predicate"/> <xs:enumeration value="Complement"/> <xs:enumeration value="Object"/> <xs:enumeration value="Object clause"/> <xs:enumeration value="Object cluster"/> <xs:enumeration value="IndObj"/> <xs:enumeration value="Copula-predicate"/> <xs:enumeration value="Adjunct"/> <xs:enumeration value="Attribute"/> <xs:enumeration value="Disjunct"/> <xs:enumeration value="Interjection"/> <xs:enumeration value="Modal word"/> <xs:enumeration value="Discourse marker"/> <xs:enumeration value="Dislocative"/> <xs:enumeration value="Addressee"/> <xs:enumeration value="Conj"/> <xs:enumeration value="Co-ordinate conjunction"/> <xs:enumeration value="Subordinate conjunction"/> <xs:enumeration value="Relative particle"/> <xs:enumeration value="-"/> </xs:restriction> </xs:simpleType> ... Using simple type synfenum to validate syntactic function elements ... <xs:element name="level4" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> <xs:complexType> <xs:sequence> <xs:element name="leveldesc" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" /> <xs:element name="phrase1" type="mstns:synfenum" minOccurs="0" /> <xs:element name="phrase2" type="mstns:synfenum" minOccurs="0" /> <xs:element name="phrase3" type="mstns:synfenum" minOccurs="0" /> <xs:element name="phrase4" type="mstns:synfenum" minOccurs="0" /> <xs:element name="phrase5" type="mstns:synfenum" minOccurs="0" /> </xs:sequence> </xs:complexType> </xs:element> 
Copula
The copula is that element in a clause that connects the subject and copula-predicate. In BH the particles yesh, ayin/eyn, the independent personal pronouns and the copulative verb haya can serve as copula, but it is often omitted. 2.3 Copula-predicate* The copula-predicate is the complement of the copula. (When the copula is omitted, the copulapredicate forms the whole predicate.) A noun, noun phrase, adjective, adjective phrase, participle, participle phrase, 14 adverb, adverb phrase or preposition phrase can serve as copula-predicate. The direct object is the complement of an active, transitive verb. In a passive transformation the object of the active clause becomes the subject of the passive clause. A noun, noun phrase, verb, preposition phrase or even a clause can serve as object.
An object clause* is a clause that functions as a direct object.
An object cluster* is a group of clauses that functions as a direct object.
2.4.2
Indirect object (IndObj*) The indirect object is the third argument or second complement of the main verb. It can occur only if there is also a direct object. In BH the indirect object cannot be transformed into the subject of a passive clause -compare, however, this phenomenon in English: 'We were given the book'. A pronominal suffix, noun, noun phrase or preposition phrase can serve as indirect object. The indirect object follows the direct object in unmarked word order, except when the indirect object is a preposition with suffix. The relative particle in BH is basically only a conjunction, but it can also fulfil a syntactic function in the relative clause. It connects the whole relative clause as an attribute to one of the nouns in the main clause. (All the other conjunctions are unconnected with regard to the subordinate clause, and they connect this whole clause as one of the syntactic elements in the main clause, for example subject, object, adjunct.) The relative particle can also be used independently, that is, without an antecedent, and such a relative clause fulfils one of the syntactic functions in the main clause, for example subject, object, etc.
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Ontologies in ICT
It is important to differentiate clearly between three closely related concepts, some of which have already been used in the discussion above, namely thesaurus, taxonomy and ontology (Gilchrist 2003) . A thesaurus is a mere list or vocabulary of associated concepts that may be categorised according to their meanings. The XML Schema of syntactic functions, referred to above, may be regarded as a computerised version of an uncategorised thesaurus.
A taxonomy is a thesaurus that has been classified according to a scientific theory (Gilchrist 2003:7, 10) . It may be viewed as a controlled vocabulary that involves relationships between the concepts contained in it (Lambe 2007:6) . The system of BH syntax underlying the XML Schema, referred to above, may be considered as a taxonomy since it also defines the relationships between the syntagms, for example that a subject governs a verb, that a direct object is the complement of a transitive verb, etc.
An ontology refers to the knowledge of a subset of reality. It is a knowledge representation of 'a particular domain of knowledge' (Zúñiga 2001:187) that is shared and agreed upon by a certain community of scientists (Gilchrist 2003:7, 13) . Since an ontology is a representation of the knowledge of its builder it is also limited to his/her particular view of the subset of reality (Buchholz 2006:694-695 ). As such, there is not much of a difference between a taxonomy and an ontology. However, a fourth concept is that of formal ontology, which is an ontology that has been enriched with inference rules and axioms, using description logics and artificial intelligence. It is machine readable and can be used to reason about the ontology. Ontologies in the IS realm usually refer to formal ontologies. Zúñiga (2001:187) defines an information systems ontology as a 'formal language designed to represent a particular domain of knowledge'.
The ontology suggested below is indeed a formal ontology; the concepts and relationships have been extracted from standard BH grammars (such as Gesenius, Kautzsch and Cowley 1976; Joüon and Muraoka 1991; Van der Merwe et al. 1999; Waltke and O'Connor 1990) , implying that a large community of BH grammarians should agree on the taxonomy (if not, adjustments could of course be made in another cycle of this research endeavour). References to these textbooks are provided in order to facilitate confirmability of the interprevist work, but it still is necessary that members of the BH linguistic community check the proposed system to ensure a jointly constructed reality (Oates 2006:294-295 ). The rules and axioms are deduced from the taxonomy and can be built into the ontology by the use of Protégé 4, a software tool that allows semi-automatic creation of IS ontologies. The ontology is machine readable and should allow computerised reasoning about itself and areas of application. The ontology is also the creation of an artifact that formalises a subset of reality: 'In information science, an ontology refers to an engineering artifact, 16 Cf. Van der Merwe et al. (1999:241-244, 351, 355) ; Waltke and O'Connor (1990:163) .
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top constituted by a specific vocabulary used to describe a certain reality' (Fonseca 2007 ).
Fonseca (2007) differentiates between ontologies for and of information systems. While ontologies for information systems are part and parcel of the systems themselves, ontologies of information systems are used on a higher conceptual level to 'support the creation of modeling tools'. Ontologies of IS are 'the creation of ontologies that study the information system as an object per se with the objective of creating better modeling tools'. The ontology of BH syntax, suggested in this article, is, however, an ontology for information systems. The possible uses of this ontology will be discussed later on. The next section will discuss the links between XML schemas and IS ontologies in more depth.
Links between XML schemas and ontologies
IS ontologies may be used to validate conceptual schemas. Ontologies for IS 'are useful to ensure that the conceptual schemas (conceptual-modeling scripts) we create using the grammar are correct' (Fonseca 2007) . Therefore, they may also be used to check the consistency of an existing XML Schema. While conceptual schemas focus on a specific application, an ontology is more general and could be shared by various applications; schemas ensure correct data, ontologies check logical consistency of underlying theories (Fonseca and Martin 2007:137 ).
An ontology Web language (OWL), such as Protégé 4, is an ontology language that facilitates the semi-automatic creation of a hierarchy of concepts, the definition of relations between these concepts and the checking of the ontology's consistency (Horridge 2009:10) . It also allows logical reasoning using its built-in description logics.
OWLs use a resource description framework (RDF) to express sets of rules, referred to as ontologies, regarding domains of knowledge, to ensure its validity and correctness. RDF is a semantic Web technology, the main strengths of which are 'its simplicity, rigour and the use of URIs' (uniform resource identifiers) (Tummarello, Morbidoni, Puliti and Piazza 2008:469) . Every element (class, property and instance) in the ontology is regarded as a resource which is identified by its unique URI and data value (literal). The resources are regarded as nodes connected by labelled edges to form a semantic network. RDF offers improved knowledge representation over hierarchical XML schemas, because 'RDF is a graph-based data model, ... a super-case of the treebased XML model' (Tummarello et al. 2008:469) . Ontologies are a further improvement in terms of information and knowledge management, since they contain additional semantics. 'While the graph structure of RDF provides a very suitable data model for annotations, it is the use of annotation vocabularies with well specified semantic meanings (ontologies) that possibly enables the most interesting results' (Tummarello et al. 2008:475) . The additional built-in semantics allows more advanced reasoning and automated processing.
According to Ferdinand, Zirpins and Trastour (2004:354) , existing XML schemas may be used as a basis for formal ontologies, which are needed to create the semantic Web, allowing 'software agents to understand, share and reason about data'. The idea behind the semantic Web is to enhance the current Web into a form that can be processed intelligently by machines (Antoniou and Van Harmelen 2004:3-4 ). This article is such an attempt to semi-automatically upgrade or 'bootstrap' an existing schema into a skeleton information systems ontology of BH syntax (compare Ferdinand et al. 2004 , who propose an automated process of bootstrapping). This may be regarded as a small step towards the integration of and improved access to linguistic information systems.
Use of IT ontologies in (computational) linguistics
Ontologies are used in knowledge management endeavours to enhance knowledge representation, and its storage, search and communication (Buchholz 2006:694) . Although linguistic concepts are often used in the building of IS ontologies, not that much has been done on the creation of ontologies for the purpose of linguistics itself, especially when one starts searching for ontology literature on syntax and semantics. According to Buchholz (2006:700) , WordNet is a lexicon or terminological ontology and not a formal ontology because it is not axiomatised. Tummarello et al. (2008) , however, do propose a new textual encoding system using ontologies in order to overcome the limitations of XML tagging, such as the unsatisfactory handling of overlapping hierarchies and embedded text. Elements of various levels of language, such as structure and grammar, are encoded as instances of classes. This approach allows improved cooperative encoding, consistency checks, and enhanced searching facilities.
The following benefits of an ontological approach are indicated by Tummarello et al. (2008:467-468, 474-476) :
Enabling 'collaborative and distributive textual encoding' Allowing 'ontology-based reasoning in text processing and querying' Solving the encoding problem of overlapping hierarchies and 'cross concern annotations' Facilitating enhanced searching and querying, even across divergent levels of annotation Enhancing filtering and formatting 'Lowering the complexity of advanced textual document encoding' 'Increasing interoperability and reusability' Merging or joint processing of distributed documents Validity checking and inference of new information Reuse of previous encoded results. Tummarello et al. (2008:470-472) provide an example of an RDF model of text. Words, punctuation and other printable elements constitute the nodes or resources in the network. Using further annotations the natural word order is encoded using a linked listeach element has a property that points to the next element. In addition, clauses and sentences are encoded by pointing to their first and last symbols. Even non-contiguous and interleaving elements, such as dependent and independent clauses, can be annotated using the relevant URIs. The flexibility of the model is shown by a complex annotation bundle in which 'different overlapping hierarchies and cross hierarchy (concern) annotations coexist and interrelate'. A formal ontology is used to regulate and validate the interconnection of resources.
Some other examples of the application of ontologies in linguistics are Caracciolo (2006) who proposes the use of an ontology to access the content of a textbook; Oltramari and Vetere (2008) on an Italian machine-readable dictionary; Oltramari and Stellato top top (2008) discussing sharing and integration of vocabularies from different computational ontologies; Guarino's (1998) discussion of ISA overloading in upper-level lexical ontologies; Dahlgren (1995) who uses linguistic constraints for syntactic disambiguation, but does not provide a taxonomy of syntactic functions; and Farrar (2005) who differentiates between the various layers of linguistic analysis but does not describe syntactic functions of clauses in detail, and invites communities of practice extensions (COPEs) to complement their proposed ontology with information in language-specific domains. This article could be a step in the direction of creating a sub-ontology for BH syntax.
Suggesting an ontology of syntactic functions in Biblical Hebrew
Protégé 4 is free and open source software that facilitates the semi-automatic building of IS ontologies. This software may be used to semi-automatically create an ontology of BH syntax. Such an ontology is a form of knowledge representation since it captures and organises existing information in a machine-readable, logical and coherent system. It describes the syntactic entities of BH and the structural relationships between them. Although the concepts are organised hierarchically, other connections are allowed using OWL's description logics. The BH syntax ontology will, therefore, allow consistency checking and logical reasoning about the system itself, and may be implemented in linguistic information systems, for example to ensure correct tagging of syntagms. An ontology of syntax will consist, like any other ontology, of individuals, properties and classes. Individuals may eventually be used to identify specific instances of syntactic classes in text. A class (also called a concept) is a set of individuals, for example, DirectObject is the collection of all instances of direct objects. Properties describe the relations between two individuals, linking them together, for example 'Subject governs Verb'. The inverse property would be 'Verb isGovernedBy Subject'. A property that has a single value is functional. In description logics properties are referred to as roles. They are also sometimes called attributes. If the classes are organised into a hierarchy of super-and subclasses (e.g. Predicate -MainVerb -TransitiveVerb), it becomes a taxonomy. Subclasses are finer specialisations of a superclass. The built-in reasoner of Protégé 4 can compile these subsumption relationships automatically. Descriptions 'specify the conditions that must be satisfied by an individual for it to be a member of a class' (Horridge 2009:9-12) .
Building the BH syntax ontology starts by defining classes of syntagms (classes are indeed the main building blocks of OWL ontologies; see Figure 1 ). The class hierarchy cannot yet be considered as an ontology -it is still merely a taxonomy or skeleton ontology. All the sub-classes on the same level of the hierarchy are declared as disjoint, meaning that, for example, a subject cannot be a predicate, neither can a predicate be a subject. An individual of a class can only be an instance of that class. In language, of course, a word may often be used in various ways, but a specific occurrence of a word (e.g. the third word in the fourth sentence of the first paragraph of a specific book) can only be an instance of one specific class. OWL and Protégé assume an open world and therefore one cannot assume that an individual is not a member of class B if it has been declared as a member of class A. All instances of a subclass are per implication also instances of the superclass, for example, all verbs that are classified as transitive verbs are per implication main verbs, and predicates, and syntagms (Horridge 2009:15-23) . complete form of the ontology should be created and discussed in follow-up work. The next section explores possible uses of such an ontology.
Possible uses of such an ontology
According to Buchholz (2006:695) ontologies are used by computerised agents to simulate human thinking to some extent. In information systems, ontologies replace the function of the human brain by creating the illusion of storing, analysing and understanding information. 'While never pretending to duplicate exactly the workings of the human imagination or experience, ontologies attempt to capture conceptually the rational building blocks of the mind by modeling our knowledge of reality' (Buchholz 2006:695) . Domain-specific ontologies are used by software solutions in various ways, for example in efficient information retrieval, to do automatic translations, to model enterprises and to tag information on the semantic Web (Gilchrist 2003:13-14) . A BH syntax ontology could be used to intelligently retrieve formally related constituents in a text. This information could be used to study the structures of typical syntactic frameworks. An intelligent tagging program could use its knowledge, that a subject governs the person, number and gender of a finite verb, to suggest all possible subjects of a main verb in a clause. If enough knowledge could be built into the ontology using description logics, it could even be used to assist translators by suggesting syntactically correct alternative renderings which they might not have thought about.
Another functionality of a formal ontology is that one could use it to check 'whether or not one class is a subclass of another class' (subsumption testing) (Ferdinand et al. 2004:357; Horridge 2009:49-54) . This is done by using a reasoner or classifier that computes the inferred ontology class hierarchy. The reasoner can also check the consistency of the ontology (if a class cannot have any instances, it is inconsistent). This facility has been tested on the skeleton BH syntax ontology. Classifying the ontology that has been asserted so far results in the inferred hierarchy, implying that all definitions so far have been consistent. Any inconsistent classes would have been marked in red (for example, if one would have tried to declare Copula-Predicate both as a subclass of Copula and Complement) . This is demonstrated in the tool by ProbeInconsistentCopulaPredicate (see Figure 2 below Protégé 4 also has a built-in visualisation tool called OWL Viz, which is a very useful facility that may be used to render a graphic overview of an implemented ontology. This facility has indeed been tested for the proposed skeleton ontology and the resulting visualisation provides a compact, graphical synopsis of the five hierarchical layers of syntagms (Figure 3) . 
